
 

ADVERTISING PSYCHOLOGY

The ART
OF INFLUENCE

Persuasion or manipulation?

3.



Sales. Marketing.

The message is 
transformed by the 

expectations , based on
 the needs of the partner

Advertising is: Encryption



Sales. Marketing.

The message is 
transformed by the 

expectations , based on
 the needs of the partner

BUY 
TOOTHPASTE! SMILE!

Advertising is: Encryption

Information Message



Required skills to persuade others

empathy

suggestivity

creativity



WHAT DO WE WANT?
But, what is the psychological 

goal of the ads?

1900-

1930-

1960-

2000-

1980-

2010-

To generate shopping!
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Advertising is: 
 manipulation of 

consumer’s needs, 
attitudes and behavior

in favor of 
shopping



Joseph Kirschner:  About manipulation:

Each time someone talks to 
someone else, their only purpose 

is to manipulate them.                               



1. Intentional (malicious)  
deceit, mystification  

2. Persuading (argument,   
    reasoning, motivation)

Purposeful abuse of 
information-redundancy, 
- Lie, untruth, crap, hoax

Realignment of the information.
“Packaging”. Direct or hidden 
intention for exercising influence

MANIPULATION!



AdvertisingReality

Desire
MANIPULATION?

Ad:
glorifies

embellishes
cosmeticises

exalts



but the presence of the 
entire advertising business 
has a consequence for the 

entire society

 Advertising is: manipulation 
of consumer’s needs 

attitudes and behavior in 
favor of shopping



Advertisements 
don’t lie!

They “promote” by
“packaging” and “encrypting”

Advertisements 
don’t tell the truth!

Advertisements advertise!



PROMISES

“THE ART OF PERSUASION”
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Open
Message

Hidden
Message



Why is creativity so important in the 
advertising benchmark?

THE “ART OF PERSUASION”

BECAUSE IT DEPENDS
ON THE SUCCESS OF THE 

CODING-AND-DECODING 
PROCESS



THE NEW PIRELLI CINTURATO 7 SERIES - INNOVATION FOR SECURITY

Ensuring high performance levels and reduced fuel consumption.

OPEN MESSAGE

Open Message 

information = facts = arguments  



HIDDEN MESSAGE

Advertising psychology: the science of motivating consumers



Advertising psychology: the science of motivating consumers

HIDDEN MESSAGE



Hiding and converting the real intention with the tools of 
communication

Hidden Message = Encryption = Association = Connotation 
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Alteration and encryption of the real intention with the tools                     
of communication
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HIDDEN (ENCRYPTED) MESSAGE
  THAT’S WHAT REALLY WORKS!

Advertisements try to make connotations,
 attach feelings, desires, or rewards to the subject



PROMISE
2.1.

MESSAGE
Open   és    Hidden Direct   és Indirect

The more indirect the better

“THE ART OF PERSUASION”



Helps to keep teeth healthy as it restores 
maximum pH levels in the mouth

DIRECT PROMISE



Each ad DO PROMISES that you 

will be HAPPIER in your life owning the product

The target No.1 of promises is the HAPPIENESS



Customer Expectations and Promises
The AUTHENTIC promise?



Customer Expectations and Promises
The AUTHENTIC promise?



What can a glass of milk promise?

...your brain ...your body ...your potential



What can a glass of milk promise?

...your bones
Steve 

...your dynamic ...your mood



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AdFxjoKAIQ

A classic promise:

  IF:........  THAN ......

Berlin 10:45

Havaii 15:30

Miami 20:05

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AdFxjoKAIQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AdFxjoKAIQ


The magical promise.....
(product as a hero)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fAGGlVhRUk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fAGGlVhRUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fAGGlVhRUk


   

a.) What is the “expire” of promises?   (long-time, short time)

b.) If yes, how have the promises been changed?

c.) What do contemporary ads promise?

d.) Find ads of such art, where the promise has 
“disappeared”!

Homework:


